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Q6) Circle the correct form of verb 1X3  03
I) He ___ before I ___.

(A) Go, return (B) has go, Returned (C) Had gone, Returned (D) went, return
II) We ___ the news on the radio.

(A) Hear (B) hears (C) has heared (D) Had heard
III) Man ____ hard for his life.

(A) Struggle (B) struggling (C) Had been struggling (D) has been struggled

Q7) Translate of the following sentences into English 1X3  03
 1986  1

 2
 3

Q8) Write a letter OR 5X1  05
Write a letter to your friend thanking her for her hospitality during your visit to her house.

Write a story "A flock of pigeons and the net" 5X1  05
Q9) Read the following passage carefully and answer

the questions given at the end 1X5  05

Iqbal is not only the greatest poet of our age, but also one of the greatest poets of all times. There
are not many poets who wrote so many great poems as he did. He did not write poetry for poetry's sake.
He was in fact much more than a mere poet. He was a learned man. He was a great scholar and
philosopher. He was a political leader of great importance. But more than anything, he was a Muslim who
had a great love for God and his Prophet. He wrote poetry to express the great and everlasting truth
of philosophy, history and Islam. He wrote poetry to awaken the Muslims of the whole world from the
deep sleep and asked them to unite.

___Questions___
1) What was Iqbal's call to the Muslims of the whole world?
2) Did he write poetry for poetry's sake?
3) How can you say that Iqbal was much more than a mere poet?
4) What kind of Muslim was Iqbal?
5) With what aim did he write poetry?


